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In my evidence on 13 March 2018, I was questioned as to the public availability of 
records as to why bail may be refused, the result of which would be an individual 
being put on remand. As mentioned, written reasons for refusal of bail are provided if 
an appeal is taken. Where no appeal is taken there may be a reasonable inference 
that the defence solicitor was satisfied with the result or considered no appeal would 
succeed. On that hypothesis, the most obviously relevant data might already be 
available in the form of bail refusal reports and bail appeal outcomes. 
 
Although information on previous convictions and other oral information is placed 
before the sheriff at a pleading (pre-conviction) stage to facilitate the question of bail, 
that information is not kept within the court papers. Lists of previous convictions are 
returned to the Crown. It would not be appropriate for a sheriff hearing a trial to have 
previous convictions or anything similarly to do with the character of the accused 
available. Such being present within the court papers might appear to undermine the 
presumption of innocence and would likely require the sheriff to recuse 
himself/herself in order to ensure that justice was seen to be done. 
 
The discussion on 13 March also touched on the content of court minutes of bail 
hearings and I undertook to provide further information on these. The minutes are of 
large variety. They are short, seldom occupying a full A4 page. They are computer 
generated with a number of pre-determined templates with fields for population 
(COP II System). There is the possibility to include extra information. In court, they 
are under the control of and completed by members of SCTS staff. The information 
in the minutes is essentially a record of what happened as opposed to a record of 
why. In relation to those that might be of particular interest to the committee, there 
are relatively rare exceptions when there might be, for example, “record” included 
with a refusal of bail.  I would expect SCTS should be able to provide further 
information and perhaps examples of the templates. 
 
The minutes are not a written record of reasons given in court for a decision or 
disposal. Those reasons are provided orally in open court to those who have an 
interest in the proceedings, namely the accused/offender, his/her solicitor and the 
prosecutor. As already explained to the committee, reasons for a decision can end 
up included in a report if they are required by the appeal court in order to deal with 
an appeal. 
 
I hope this further information is of assistance to the Committee. 
 
Sheriff Gordon Liddle 
19 March 2018 
 


